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"Once in the military system, Israelis never fully exit," writes the prizewinning journalist Patrick

Tyler in the prologue to Fortress Israel. "They carry the military identity for life, not just through

service in the reserves until age forty-nine . . . but through lifelong expectations of loyalty and

secrecy." The military is the country to a great extent, and peace will only come, Tyler argues,

when Israel's military elite adopt it as the national strategy.Fortress Israel is an epic portrayal of

Israel's martial culture—of Sparta presenting itself as Athens. From Israel's founding in 1948,

we see a leadership class engaged in an intense ideological struggle over whether to become

the "light unto nations," as envisioned by the early Zionists, or to embrace an ideology of state

militarism with the objective of expanding borders and exploiting the weaknesses of the Arabs.

In his first decade as prime minister, David Ben-Gurion conceived of a militarized society,

dominated by a powerful defense establishment and capable of defeating the Arabs in serial

warfare over many decades. Bound by self-reliance and a stern resolve never to forget the

Holocaust, Israel's military elite has prevailed in war but has also at times overpowered Israel's

democracy. Tyler takes us inside the military culture of Moshe Dayan, Yitzhak Rabin, Ariel

Sharon, and Benjamin Netanyahu, introducing us to generals who make decisions that trump

those of elected leaders and who disdain diplomacy as appeasement or surrender.Fortress

Israel shows us how this martial culture envelops every family. Israeli youth go through three

years of compulsory military service after high school, and acceptance into elite commando

units or air force squadrons brings lasting prestige and a network for life. So ingrained is the

martial outlook and identity, Tyler argues, that Israelis are missing opportunities to make peace

even when it is possible to do so. "The Zionist movement had survived the onslaught of world

wars, the Holocaust, and clashes of ideology," writes Tyler, "but in the modern era of

statehood, Israel seemed incapable of fielding a generation of leaders who could adapt to the

times, who were dedicated to ending . . . [Israel's] isolation, or to changing the paradigm of

military preeminence."Based on a vast array of sources, declassified documents, personal

archives, and interviews across the spectrum of Israel's ruling class, FortressIsrael is a

remarkable story of character, rivalry, conflict, and the competing impulses for war and for

peace in the Middle East.

“[A] readable and informative new history . . . timely.” —The Economist“[A] revealing chronicle

of Israeli foreign and defense policy . . . Tyler’s well-researched account illuminates an ugly and

troubling dimension of Israeli policy and politics.” —Publishers Weekly“Tyler presents a sharp

critique of the close relationship between the Israeli government and the officer corps of the

Israeli military . . . [he] researches deeply and does not pull his punches.” —Booklist“Fortress

Israel is the definitive historical and analytical account of the role that Israel’s military has

played both in Israel itself and in the wider Middle East. In Patrick Tyler’s deeply reported and

very well written account, one learns how a militarized Israeli culture has permeated the

decision making of Israel’s governments for decades and how that culture affects the calculus

of its politicians today. If you want to understand Israel’s future—and also how that future may

play out in the Middle East—this book is mandatory reading.”—Peter L. Bergen, author of

Manhunt: The Ten-Year Searchfor Bin Laden from 9/11 to Abbottabad“In this exceptional book,

Patrick Tyler demonstrates with meticulous documentation and revealing interviews with the

country’s national security experts how Israel’s founding military and intelligence leaders were



essential to the survival of a young nation. Tyler also tackles the vexed question of our era: Will

Israel’s warrior ethos and its legacy of zero-sum strategies for dealing with its Arab neighbors

and the Palestinians prevent it from crafting a lasting peace? Tyler’s analysis of how much the

world lost with the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin is definitive and heartbreaking. Fortress

Israel is essential reading for students of the Middle East.”—Howell Raines, former executive

editor of The New York Times“With Fortress Israel, Patrick Tyler takes his place in the first rank

of historians of Israel and the modern Middle East. He presents a provocative but objective

look at the militarism that has driven Israel’s leaders since the founding of the state and

explains vividly—without ideological cant or bias—why generations of tough-minded sabras

have found it so difficult to convert their battlefield successes into a lasting peace.”—Terence

Smith, Israel correspondent for The New York Times during the Six-Day and Yom Kippur

Wars“A rare and often disturbing portrait of Israel’s military elite, with all its foibles, rivalries,

and vicious infighting.”—Martin van Creveld, author of The Land of Bloodand Honey: The Rise

of Modern Israel--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the

AuthorPatrick Tyler worked for twelve years at The Washington Post before joining The New

York Times in 1990, where he served as chief correspondent. His books include Running

Critical, A Great Wall (which won the 2000 Lionel Gelber Prize), and A World of Trouble. He

lives in Washington, D.C.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.ONEBen-Gurion: The Origins of

Militarism David Ben-Gurion was splayed across his sickbed at the President Hotel in West

Jerusalem, down with a miasma of symptoms in late October 1955 as he often was in times of

high tension, and, lately, Ben-Gurion appeared to be living on tension. He had complained of

lumbago in August but now was suffering from dizziness, and his doctors, fearing an ominous

turn, had hospitalized him for a battery of tests.1 Some thought that he might have suffered a

stroke.2 At sixty-nine, Ben-Gurion, Israel’s founding prime minister, seemed to be near the end

of his life. Dwight Eisenhower had been leveled by a heart attack the previous month, Winston

Churchill had retired in April, Stalin was dead. The passing of a generation appeared to be at

hand.But in Jerusalem, the patient refused to stay down, and the reason Ben-Gurion was too

restless and irritable to remain bedridden was the arrival of intelligence reports that Soviet

cargo ships were landing in Egypt to deliver—from the Eastern bloc—all manner of heavy

weapons: tanks, artillery, fighter jets, bombers, and submarines. Egypt’s power under the new

military dictator, Colonel Gamal Abdel Nasser, would double or triple within a year. The

implication was alarming: Nasser would stand as the colossus of the Arab world.How could

Israel breathe with bombers and submarines lurking off its coastline? Ben-Gurion asked. He

had been in London during the blitz, and anyone could imagine how totally exposed Tel Aviv

stood on the Mediterranean coast, where it could be reduced to rubble in a surprise

attack.Abba Eban, Israel’s ambassador to the United Nations, had cabled from New York that it

was time to consider a preventive war. Two top intelligence chiefs, Isser Harel of the Mossad,

and Yehoshafat Harkabi of military intelligence, had both sent Ben-Gurion secret

recommendations that a preemptive strike was necessary to stop Egypt’s military breakout.

And of course Nasser was stoking Jewish anxiety by having Radio Cairo blare out a staccato

of vitriol: “The day of Israel’s annihilation is approaching. There will be no peace on the border,

for we demand revenge. This means death to Israel.”3“Revenge!” Nasser’s call rolled across

Sinai like the scourge of Pharaoh.The white tufts of hair rose from Ben-Gurion’s balding pate

like solar flares, and if his blood pressure was not spiking at that moment, it was under assault

by waves of frustration over Israel’s failure, in his view, to act more decisively, more

aggressively against the Arabs.From his sickbed, Ben-Gurion called out to Nehemiah Argov,



his military aide, instructing him to send a message to Moshe Dayan, the chief of staff of the

Israeli Defense Forces. Tell him to cut short his vacation in France, Ben-Gurion instructed. He

must return to Israel at once because—and this was not spelled out in the message—Ben-

Gurion was ready to go to war even if Moshe Sharett and the rest of the leadership of Mapai,

the Workers’ Party, were not.4This was the beginning—the origins of Israeli militarism.In the

middle of Israel’s first decade, Ben-Gurion, infirm and apocalyptic about the future of the

Jewish state, the loss of pioneering spirit among the Jews, the slowing of Jewish immigration,

and the erosion of political support for his leadership, began to exhort his defense

establishment to think beyond the self-evident tasks of securing the borders, finding weapons,

and training recruits who spoke a polyglot of languages.During an eighteen-month period of

semiretirement from mid-1953 to early 1955, Ben-Gurion began thinking and speaking about a

more ambitious national military strategy, one that contemplated with certainty a new round of

warfare with the Arabs, called for expansion of the Jewish state through preemptive attacks

with modern conventional forces, and—it seemed almost impossible for such a small state to

think in such terms—the acquisition of atomic bombs as a fail-safe weapon to preserve the

Jewish people. The new militant spirit was the culmination of Ben-Gurion’s long ferment about

the conflict with the Arabs, but also, inescapably, it arose from his deep anxiety about the

political lassitude of his people and their flagging support for his leadership. Ben-Gurion

understood, or at least hoped, that war—militarism in the face of an Arab threat—might

remobilize the Israelis. Faced with the prospect of retirement, Ben-Gurion also came to the

conclusion that he had no equal in the Zionist hierarchy, and he seemed therefore determined

to extend his political franchise as a paramount leader. He advanced with an irritable self-

assurance and visceral compulsion to outmaneuver the stalwarts of his own political party,

Mapai, who were treating him, because of his advanced age, like a dead relative.* * *At that

moment in the mid-1950s, only a handful of people knew that the Israeli army—with Ben-

Gurion’s encouragement and explicit approval—had been conducting clandestine raids into

Syria, Jordan, Egypt, and other Arab territories. Despite the fact that he was not—for the time

being—prime minister, Ben-Gurion advocated this policy of escalation, but the sitting prime

minister, Moshe Sharett, was against the raids in principle.5Ben-Gurion had exhorted the

army’s commanders to go on the offensive and to do so covertly, to deceive the Americans, the

British, and the United Nations, and to avoid the imposition of sanctions. The military had

formed a special unit to carry out the cross-border operations. It was headed by a brash young

officer named Arik Scheinerman—eventually to be known to the world as Ariel Sharon.More

disturbing for Israel’s young democracy, it was painfully obvious within the ruling party that the

leaders of the defense establishment, especially Dayan, were making regular visits to Ben-

Gurion’s retreat in the Negev for consultation and instruction at a time when Ben-Gurion was

supposed to be in retirement. From his windswept porch, Ben-Gurion had schemed to

circumvent the “old guard” of the Mapai—Sharett, Levi Eshkol, Golda Meir, and their allies—in

his quest to put the country back on the attack. In doing so, he relied extensively on the

younger generation of sabras and their like-minded comrades throughout the army, where the

thirst for combat with the Arabs—a “second round” of war—was far from quenched.It was

there, in the army, that Ben-Gurion had discovered Dayan, a tenacious fighter of the Jewish

underground during the world war. (Dayan’s father, Shmuel, was among Ben-Gurion’s loyalists

in the Knesset.) It was there that Ben-Gurion had spotted Yitzhak Rabin, the young officer of

the Palmach militia, the elite fighting force, who had proved his loyalty to the state by attacking

a rival militia—the Irgun of Menachem Begin—on the beach in Tel Aviv. (Begin had tried to land

arms against Ben-Gurion’s order.) And it was there that Ben-Gurion had glimpsed young Arik



Scheinerman, the bright-eyed and bullheaded commando who pushed the boundaries of every

mission with a brutality that struck fear into the Arab camp.* * *Prime Minister Moshe

Sharett, who since 1933 had worked at Ben-Gurion’s side in the Jewish Agency, which helped

Diaspora Jews settle in Israel, seemed to be out of the loop in his own government. Before Ben-

Gurion slipped away to the desert, he had surrounded Sharett with protégés who ignored or

circumvented the acting prime minister’s prerogatives. That was the essence of the “plot”—it

seemed the only word to describe it—that Ben-Gurion had laid to ensure that Sharett’s

premiership would fail. And Sharett’s failure would, almost certainly, open a political path for

Ben-Gurion’s return to high office.Israel’s cross-border raids carried a high risk of international

condemnation. They were violations of the armistice agreement that had ended the 1948–49

war. Both sides—Arab and Israeli—had agreed to take border disputes and refugee problems

to the joint armistice commissions, where officers from both armies were charged by the

United Nations to resolve disputes and defuse tensions.Some of the secret Israeli raids were

organized as reprisals for Arab infiltrations or acts of violence because about seven hundred

thousand Palestinian Arabs had fled their ancestral homes—many under Israeli coercion—and

it was inevitable that some would try to return. The refugees were living in squalid camps in

Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria with little food or shelter. From across the frontier, they watched

Israelis take over their houses, orchards, and fields. Of those who risked returning, most came

to recover property or to harvest crops. But some came to wreak vengeance, and that was a

source of fear.Israeli commandos crossed the borders to commit sabotage, shoot Arabs

randomly, and engage in firefights with Arab frontier forces, all to deter the refugees from trying

to return. Though these incursions were violations, Ben-Gurion and the most militant

commanders in the army believed that the Arabs understood only force. Further, the Israeli

army believed that the armistice lines could be changed to improve Israel’s position before they

became internationally recognized borders.The Israeli army had managed to seize 78 percent

of the territory of the British Mandate as it existed in 1947, but the slender reed of Israel the

country—merely nine miles wide just north of Tel Aviv—was far less than what Ben-Gurion

believed was needed to support a modern state. No one in the Middle East, least of all Ben-

Gurion, believed that the war with the Arabs was over. There would be a second round. He was

counting on it.So was Pinhas Lavon, who at fifty-six saw him... --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Prologue: Murder in TehranTehran’s traffic is legendary. Taxi drivers in the Iranian capital have

been known to pull a gun to force other motorists to yield. Gridlock and bedlam rule. Even

ayatollahs are delayed in their rounds.Thus important scientists from Iran’s military

establishment, such as Darioush Rezaeinejad, a weapons engineer, and Mostafa Ahmadi

Roshan, a deputy director of the Natanz uranium enrichment facility, were forced to enter the

daily snarl like everyone else. That made them vulnerable.At age thirty-five, Rezaeinejad could

have passed for a banker or a deacon. His features were rounded and plump, and under an

expansive brow, dark eyes that were youthful and sharp peered out from rectangular

spectacles that gave him an aura of experience. His scientific competence included the design

of high-speed switches that can be used for the precisely timed explosions that trigger atomic

detonations.His colleague, Roshan, thirty-two, was one of the youngest scientists in Iran’s

program to develop nuclear technologies for the production of electricity, for medical research,

and, if a decision is taken by the country’s leadership, for the development of nuclear

weapons.Roshan had not been born, and Rezaeinejad was only a toddler, when the revolution

of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini enveloped Iran and when America became—for revolutionary

youth—the “Great Satan” and Israel the “Little Satan.” The gilded dome of Khomeini’s shrine

still glows above the layer of dust and pollution in South Tehran, and the national nuclear power

program enjoys broad support among young Iranians, who have grown up under sanctions

from the West and who see scientific development as a patriotic expression of national

achievement.On the morning of July 23, 2011, Rezaeinejad, along with his wife and four-year-

old daughter, was about to launch into the traffic from his home on Bani Hashem Street in East

Tehran. One report said their destination was the daughter’s kindergarten. Suddenly, two riders

on a motorcycle appeared from nowhere. In an instant, one of them pulled a handgun and

opened fire. Rezaeinejad, trapped inside his small sedan, went down with a fatal bullet wound

to the throat as his daughter looked on stricken with horror. Another bullet seriously wounded



his wife. Then it was over. The riders sped away. Rezaeinejad slumped lifeless onto the

passenger-side seat.1The killing of Rezaeinejad led to urgent new security procedures. By the

time that Mostafa Ahmadi Roshan entered Tehran’s morning rush hour six months later, on

January 11, 2012, a bodyguard had been assigned to protect him. But as Roshan’s Peugeot

405 wheeled down the sloping lanes of North Tehran, another motorcycle appeared, passing

close enough to the sedan for the rider to attach a magnetic limpet mine to the vehicle. The

riders sped away, and before Roshan understood the danger, the mine detonated and killed

him and the bodyguard.In both cases, the telltales of an Israeli assassination were manifest:

the motorcycle approach, the two-man hit team that disappeared into the traffic, the choice of

weapons. Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin had approved an almost identical hit in Malta against

the leader of the Islamic Jihad in 1995.The murders of Roshan and Rezaeinejad appeared to

be among the latest in a series of state-directed assassinations by Israel’s foreign intelligence

services. One former Mossad chief spoke to me about the killings in a tone that conveyed that

while he was officially prohibited from stating that Israel was behind them, the entire Western

world understood that this was Israel’s response to Iran’s nuclear threat.On the day of

Rezaeinejad’s killing, questions about the Jewish state’s involvement were batted down in Tel

Aviv. “Israel is not responding,” declared Defense Minister Ehud Barak, smiling at

journalists.From a former prime minister and highly decorated retired general, Barak’s

statement sent a strong message to the Israeli news media: the government expected the

media to convey a stance of official ambiguity about the hit in Tehran, an ambiguity that would

be enforced, if necessary, by the military censor’s office, a large organization within the military

that reports directly to Barak.* * *At least four other Iranian scientists had been killed or

injured in similar attacks. In November 2011, an entire weapons depot and base exploded

twenty-five miles outside of Tehran, rattling windows like a temblor. Official Iranian sources

called it an “accident,” but they also announced that Iran’s most senior missile scientist,

General Hassan Tehrani Moghaddam, had died in the blast, prompting immediate speculation

that this, too, was the result of covert action.The chief of staff of the Israeli Defense Forces,

Lieutenant General Benny Gantz, told Israeli parliamentarians in a private session that

“unnatural” events would continue to occur in Iran. Gantz said 2012 would be a “critical year”

given Iran’s continuing “nuclearization.”2The war scare seized Western capitals.European

nations, which demanded that Iran demonstrate that it has no illicit program for building nuclear

weapons, intensified sanctions on Iranian crude oil exports, hoping to pressure the regime in

Tehran to return to the negotiating table and avoid a situation where Israel’s armed forces short-

circuited the international diplomacy that was under way and ignited a destructive Middle

Eastern war.* * *In Israel, the person who authorizes a state assassination is the prime

minister, the final legal authority when it comes to the taking of a life using special units of the

army or the intelligence services. In this case, such a decision to kill Rezaeinejad and, later,

Roshan, would have been made by Benjamin Netanyahu, the prime minister who came to

office in February 2009 with the darkest possible view of the threat from Iran.Soon after he won

the election, Netanyahu told an American interviewer, “You don’t want a messianic apocalyptic

cult controlling atomic bombs,” and, therefore, it was time to do something about Iran.

Separately, in an interview for this book, Barak told me that he saw the threat from Iran in a

global context: “I can hardly see any stable world order if Iran turns nuclear.”Netanyahu soon

put the new administration of President Barack Obama on notice—indeed, he had put the

world on notice—that he was prepared to do whatever it took to prevent Iran from obtaining a

nuclear weapon, and the implication was that the Israeli prime minister was willing to launch a

massive military strike to destroy or degrade the Iranian nuclear complex if sanctions and other



coercive steps failed to thwart Iran.“Since the dawn of the nuclear age, we have not had a

fanatic regime that might put its zealotry above its self-interest,” Netanyahu warned. “People

say that they’ll behave like any other nuclear power. Can you take that risk?” he asked.3A year

after Netanyahu entered office, it was apparent that the Jewish state was escalating a

clandestine war—a campaign of sabotage, intimidation, and assassination—against Iran. It will

take some time for all the details to emerge, but the broad outlines of the campaign were clear:

Israel was targeting key Iranian scientists—such as Rezaeinejad, Roshan, and others—for

elimination. And it was targeting the military and industrial facilities related to a nuclear

program.4Netanyahu and Barak hailed from opposite ends of the political spectrum, but they

had become close allies and strong advocates for relentless military coercion against Iran—

even war, if that became necessary—to deter the Tehran regime from crossing the threshold

and becoming a full-fledged nuclear weapons state. Their alliance revealed a common faith in

military action as more likely to yield results than diplomacy or negotiation, which they held in

low regard.Few Westerners knew that Netanyahu had served under Barak in the army at a

time when Barak’s identity had been a state secret. As leader of the elite Israeli military unit

Sayeret Matkal, which means “commandos of the general staff,” he carried out some of the

most dangerous missions of espionage, rescue, and assassination. Benjamin Netanyahu had

joined “the unit” in the shadow of his older brother, Jonathan, who led the 1976 raid on

Entebbe, Uganda, to free the passengers of a hijacked airliner. Jonathan Netanyahu died in the

otherwise successful rescue, which was cheered around the world. Barak delivered the eulogy

at Jonathan’s funeral, and the younger brother’s political career was born in the afterglow of

Jonathan’s heroism and under the guidance of their father, Benzion Netanyahu, a prominent

leader of the right wing of the Zionist movement.* * *For Netanyahu and Barak, and for much

of the Israeli military establishment, the undeclared war on Iran was the top priority in national

strategy. They had convinced themselves that if there was the slightest risk that Iran might get

a nuclear weapon, it followed absolutely that the ayatollahs would launch it against Israel in an

attempt at annihilation rivaling the Holocaust—maybe not immediately, but inescapably; and

even if Iran was deterred for a time by the threat of a massive Israeli counterstrike that would

kill millions of Iranians, the existence of an Iranian bomb would magnify Iran’s power to

intimidate its neighbors, and it would incite other Middle Eastern powers—Egypt, Turkey, Saudi

Arabia—to go nuclear.Barak asked one interviewer pointedly, “If a nuclear Iran covets and

occupies some gulf state, who will liberate it? The bottom line is that we must deal with the

problem now.”5Barak told me that he had warned Senator Obama when Obama was still a

candidate for president that the civilized world was in “a major historical struggle” against a

triad of challenges: Islamic terror, proliferation of nuclear weapons, and rogue states. In dealing

with the threat from Iran, he said, “I told Obama very honestly that we do not remove any

option from the table, and when we say it, we mean it.”* * *The astounding thing was that

Iran might not have been engaged in clandestine nuclear weapons development at all.

American and Western intelligence services believed that Iran’s senior leaders, including

Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, had decided in 2003, after the American invasion of Iraq, to defer work

on nuclear weapons design and fabrication and instead concentrate their national effort toward

building reactors for electric power generation and the production of radioactive elements for

medicine and research.6For Netanyahu and Barak, this shift, if true, was at best a tactical

maneuver. Iran was enriching uranium in volumes that would give Tehran an inventory of fissile

material that could be enriched even further to the high level of purity (of uranium 235) needed

to produce the cores of the country’s first atomic bombs. Just because they had not taken the

next enrichment steps did not mean they had no intention to do so.But within the Israeli military



establishment, there seemed no recognition of the fact that if Iran had deferred or abandoned

its quest for an atomic bomb, Israel’s covert war on Iran was highly provocative and possibly

counterproductive. It might even have led to the self-fulfilling reversal—a resumption of the

nuclear weapons effort to deter Israeli aggression.A new era of undeclared warfare had

dawned, and Israel had established itself as its most proficient practitioner. Former Israeli

intelligence chief Avi Dichter bragged to an interviewer, “The state of Israel has turned targeted

assassinations into an art form. Foreign delegations come here on a weekly basis to learn from

us, not just Americans.” He called it “the sexiest trend” in modern warfare and asserted that “its

effectiveness is overwhelming [and] the precision is amazing.”7* * *In the course of research

for this book, I met with dozens of Israeli generals, intelligence chiefs, senior officers, and

leading political figures, many of whom subscribed to a strong militaristic outlook. In their

theory of human behavior, the worst-case scenario was not one of several possible outcomes—

it was the only possible outcome.At the same time, I was surprised to find many retired officers

who advocated a more diplomatic approach and were deeply concerned that the military

establishment was becoming too hard-line, too religious, and too contemptuous of any

competing institutions, especially those devoted to diplomacy and negotiation, which might

question the military’s worldview or national priorities.Just as America’s defense establishment

had tended to exaggerate the Soviet threat during the cold war, and just as President

Eisenhower had grappled with the influence of what he called the military-industrial complex,

Israel seems often to be under the influence of a military elite and an extensive defense

bureaucracy, both of which remain extremely reluctant to place their trust in peace or in the

processes of engagement or accommodation with the Arab and Muslim worlds. This state of

affairs represents one of the greatest challenges for Western policy in the Middle East.* * *In

Israel, the military establishment is the most trusted institution in the country. Civilian political

leaders depend on the military system to provide everything from staff support to policy

recommendations. The army and the intelligence services dominate the national budget, define

external and internal threats, initiate policies, review their own performance, run a large portion

of the economy, control vast tracts of land and airspace, and exert immense influence over

communications and news media through censorship.Israelis look to their military leaders as if

they were political figures, at times in competition with the civilian leaders of the government.

Many Israelis believe that the chief of staff of the Israeli Defense Forces is a figure whose

power and influence rival the prime minister’s.“You have to understand that the military in Israel

are first and foremost a trade union, they’re interested in their own survival,” explained Shlomo

Gazit, a retired major general in the Israeli army. Gazit was a protégé of Moshe Dayan, Israel’s

most famous general, and rose to become director of military intelligence after the Yom Kippur

War. Gazit grew up in a military system that was deeply skeptical of the possibility for

negotiation with the Arabs. In 1977, Gazit even questioned whether Egyptian President Anwar

Sadat’s dramatic journey to Jerusalem to offer peace was actually a trick to spring another

surprise attack.Late in life, however, Gazit became a tireless advocate of engagement,

negotiation, and compromise with the Arabs. In Israel, “whenever a problem is being raised,

the military are supposed to provide an answer, and in a trade union they will always say the

answer is within our [jurisdiction].”What was missing, he added, was any strong countervailing

institution.“We have an extremely weak political system that is incapable of standing as a

counterweight to the military and that is not capable of coming up with alternatives that are not

military alternatives,” explained Gazit.8Michael Herzog, a brigadier general from one of the

country’s founding families who served as chief of staff to two defense ministers, added, “We

don’t have American culture here. We are still in the process of developing civilian bodies, but



for now the whole culture of decision making revolves around the military.”9* * *I had come to

know Israel as a newspaper correspondent for the Washington Post and the New York Times.

And in the course of researching a book on the American presidents and their experiences in

the Middle East, I met a broad cross section of Israel’s military elite and was fascinated by the

hard realism with which they look out at the world and by their unabashed recognition that the

army dominates national life in Israel, where the general staff is called upon to provide policy

options to a weak or divided political leadership.For an American, it was impossible to miss the

breathtaking ambition of the Israeli officer corps to lead, instead of follow, U.S. policy in the

Middle East. My fascination with this military class and its influence over the political system of

the country was the inspiration for this book—a political biography of Israel’s ruling elite and the

military society that sustains it.Israeli political history is a story of collaboration, rivalry, and

betrayal among a small group of men and a very few women competing for the mandate to

secure the Jewish state in perpetuity. David Ben-Gurion and his circle of insiders began the

first hotly contested debates over peace with the Arabs in the 1950s; now that they had a state,

they argued over the acquisition of nuclear weapons and over how to acquire more land and

transfer any war to enemy territory. Those debates have carried forward to the present, where

the sons and heirs of that first Ben-Gurion circle, the generals he promoted, cultivated, and

influenced, have inherited Israel as a regional superpower, yet one still isolated in the Middle

East and still poised incessantly for war.In relative terms, it is not a great span of time that

separates the present generation of leaders in Israel from David Ben-Gurion. The founding

prime minister ruled almost continuously from 1948 to 1963 and then struggled to undermine

his successors for years afterward, nearly until his death in 1973. Only eleven other Israelis

have served as prime minister, and because there is no single figure whose career

encompasses the full national narrative of Israel, this must, perforce, be a biography of a class.

What defines its members is the competition to control the national security agenda. For

whosoever proves himself—or herself—to be the paramount national strategist on national

security and survival garners the greatest share of trust and loyalty from the Israelis. The most

sought-after label in Israeli politics is that of Mr. Security—Mar Bitachon.My history is drawn

from a broad array of sources, declassified documents, personal archives, interviews across a

spectrum of Israel’s leadership class during my visits to the country over the last six years,

memoirs, and secondary sources from the Hebrew- and English-language press.The broad

conclusion that I believe any realistic researcher reaches, and that I explain in depth through

this narrative of extraordinary lives, is that Israel, six decades after its founding, remains a

nation in thrall to an original martial impulse, the depth of which has given rise to succeeding

generations of leaders who are stunted in their capacity to wield or sustain diplomacy as a rival

to military strategy, who seem ever on the hair trigger in dealing with their regional rivals, and

whose contingency planners embrace worst-case scenarios that often exaggerate complex or

ambiguous developments as threats to national existence. They do so, reflexively and

instinctively, in order to perpetuate a system of governance where national policy is dominated

by the military.The origins of this martial impulse can be understood only by lifting the layers of

secrecy and mythology about the first decades of Israeli statehood, where the aftermath of

world war and Holocaust, a precipitous British retreat from Palestine, and the attack by Arab

states that greeted Israel’s declaration of independence in 1948 profoundly transformed the

Zionist movement. The opening of leadership archives makes it possible to understand the

personal transformation of Ben-Gurion himself, who within the space of a few years shed

whatever romanticism he had once harbored about accommodation with the Arabs and

embraced the rugged militarism of the native-born generation of Israelis. These sabras aspired



to build a powerful and heavily militarized state that could protect itself and expand its borders

in a second and third round of war with the Arabs so as to fulfill the dreams of many Zionists: a

state that could accommodate five to ten million Israelis with ample water supplies, agricultural

lands, and defensible frontiers. Ben-Gurion dominated the Zionist movement for a half century,

leading the Jewish Agency through the dark years of genocide in Europe and through the

struggle over British withdrawal from the Holy Land and Arab refusal to partition Palestine as

two states—Arab and Israeli—under a United Nations plan. For Ben-Gurion, the founding

father and first prime minister, a tough stand toward the Arabs proved to be not just a driving

ideology but also good politics.* * *At the center of Israel’s military culture stood the sabras,

the class of native-born Israelis who grew up socialized to violence with the local Arabs with

whom they jousted over land and grazing rights. The young Israelis who came of age during

the world war subsequently acquitted themselves so well in the 1948–49 War of Israeli

Independence that military power became the dominant focus of a generation. In a hostile and

unstable region, the sabras saw themselves as tough and self-reliant fighters, never as

interested in debate as in taking action, less interested in accommodation with the Arabs than

in seizing objectives and creating facts on the ground. Moshe Dayan, the one-eyed general

who became Ben-Gurion’s favorite officer, was the prototype. A thoroughly secular man, Dayan

began fighting Arabs with fists and knives as a teenager, and, as he grew older, he read the

Old Testament obsessively, though he was nonreligious, because for him it was a manual for

war.Sabra is the tough species of prickly-pear cactus that clings to the Mediterranean

coastline. To call oneself a sabra became popular in the wake of World War II, when Jews born

in prestate Palestine felt a need to distinguish themselves from the mass of Holocaust

survivors and immigrants streaming in from Europe, North Africa, Iraq, Iran, Yemen, and

Morocco, most of them strangers to the Zionist pioneers who for decades had been farming

and fighting to defend the land in tightly knit communes and urban neighborhoods. Sabras

were the new Jews, no longer a caricature of passivism, dependence, and weakness, but a

people determined to take its fate into its own hands.As a description, “sabra” comes as close

as any word to defining the outlook of a leadership culture that instinctively reached for military

solutions and aligned itself closely to popular sentiments that called for holding on to land at all

costs and for meting out retribution after any act of violence perpetrated against

Jews.* * *Today, with the help of the United States and Europe, Israel stands as a regional

superpower, but it also continues to respond to its founding configuration of threats as if its

vulnerabilities had not changed. It pursues a national strategy of preemptive warfare and covert

subversion to weaken potential enemies in a cycle that is not only counterproductive to

integration and peace but that also intensifies enmities and feeds Islamic paranoia and

extremism.At a time when the Arab world is reeling with new revolutionary currents that have

toppled regimes in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and Yemen, and left other rulers teetering in countries

where calls for “freedom” and “justice” rise from the streets, Israel sits more isolated than ever,

unable to play a constructive role as a partner with Arab states or as an ally of the West. It

exists in a steel cage as a regional military hegemon, armed to the teeth and led by a political

class that is divided and jaded by its own paralysis.The legacy of the Zionist revolutionaries

who once enraptured the parlors of Europe and America with talk of a Jewish homeland as a

moral beacon in a benighted region has instead bequeathed to the Jewish world and the West

a highly militarized dependency—a state that has achieved great feats of cultural and

economic development but has failed to build strong enough institutions to balance its military

zeitgeist with imaginative or engaging diplomacy. It was these institutions that the Zionist

founders foresaw as the vehicle by which Israeli statesmen, diplomats, and negotiators would



help create a Semitic federation of Arabs, Jews, and Christians in a region that for centuries

had hosted and protected Jewish and Christian communities.* * *If Western nations are to

comprehend the difficulties that Israel faces in making peace, they will have to understand and

engage Israel’s military establishment, which constitutes the most influential component of the

country’s ruling class. If Israel is to meet the challenges of rapid and unpredictable change

sweeping the Middle East, it will be far more likely to succeed if its neighbors perceive that

Israel, too, is undergoing a transformation, one dedicated to rebuilding the strategic consensus

for peace and accommodation that existed under Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin. That

consensus was founded on Rabin’s assertion that Israel was no longer the nation that dwells

alone.Rabin, a sabra, also came to believe after a life of military service that Israel’s greatest

challenges were less likely to be overcome by military force. He believed a strong military was

essential, but he shared the conviction that Israel would have to learn anew to negotiate with

its enemies, knowing that human engagement creates its own elixir for compromise. This was

the calculated risk that separated Rabin from his forebears and cost him his life. To return to

that spirit will require a far more active and constructive diplomacy than Israel has fielded to

date, and it will require Western assistance, support, and resolute determination to protect the

architecture of peace.* * *The Arab states are responsible for their own failures to build

democratic institutions for peace, and for the legacy of hatred and incitement against Israel that

is a dismal feature of the modern Middle East. From the outset, Arab leaders, with few

exceptions, displayed a deep hostility to Israel as a Jewish homeland and Zionist enterprise;

they rejected the UN’s partition plan in 1947 and showed little or no empathy for a people

devastated by annihilation in Europe. But this book seeks to explain with realism and fairness

how the martial impulse in Israeli society and among its ruling elite has undermined

opportunities for reconciliation, skewed politics toward an agenda of retribution and revenge,

and fomented deliberate acts of provocation designed to disrupt international diplomatic efforts

to find a formula for peace. As Moshe Sharett, the Jewish state’s second prime minister,

documented in his meticulous journals, military ambition too often trumped moral aspiration,

once the cornerstone of Zionism, to build a homeland that devoted its energy and resources

toward integration.For Westerners, Israel represents a difficult problem of perception. For half a

century, we have been encouraged to regard Israel as a tiny embattled democracy in a sea of

Arab hostility—Athens under siege. Israel’s leaders publicly asserted that their dominant

national focus was the pursuit of peace. Leaders of Diaspora Judaism promoted a narrative of

“shared values” with the West and projected a high moral skein over the entire Zionist venture.

They built formidable constituencies to encourage military and economic assistance to Israel

under the rubric that the Jewish state was the last stand in history for a people.But it was not

Athens as much as Sparta that Ben-Gurion turned to as the model for his state, according to a

more complete record that has emerged. After witnessing the destruction of European Jewry

and the hostile reception to Israel’s declaration of statehood, he dramatically shifted his focus

during the first decade toward building a different kind of polity, a society organized around the

concept of self-reliance and, to that end, continuing warfare and military buildup.In less than a

decade after its founding, Israel had fielded the most agile and powerful army and air force in

the Middle East and had made secret plans, with the help of France, to become a nuclear

power. By the time the United States got deeply involved in arming Israel during the late 1960s,

Israel had already defeated the Arabs in two rounds of war, was preparing to do so for a third

time in 1967, and, in utmost secrecy, was also on the threshold of becoming a nuclear

weapons state.Like George Washington, Ben-Gurion founded and led a nation into battle, and

the victory of the Jewish militias over the Arab armies in 1948–49 marked the beginning of a



new era of militarism in the Middle East. No cross-cultural comparison is completely valid, but

both Israel and the United States struggled in their early years to define the nature of their

state and the role of the military. Washington and his heirs balanced the powers of government,

separated religion from national affairs, and built the institutions of diplomacy under a republic

that relegated the military establishment to a highly subservient role.Ben-Gurion embraced a

military model for growth and expansion, and constructed what amounted to a militarized

society and a civilianized army, under a military elite that remains wary of putting down the

sword. He defeated those political rivals who favored an alternative path and pressed the case

for a long war against the Arabs.Israel’s civil society, parliament, supreme court, human rights

organizations, and the diplomatic corps within the government have occasionally challenged

the power and the policies of the military, but these institutions are no match for its overarching

influence.* * *In a country where every tier of society is connected to the army, it is not clear

where the army ends and the government begins. Many government offices, including the

prime minister’s and those of the Knesset, are served by military staff members. Nearly every

Jewish family is a military stakeholder by virtue of service in the active or reserve forces. (Ultra-

Orthodox Jews and Arab Israelis are exempted from military service.) Nearly every household

sends its high school graduates into the army for three long years of compulsory service. High

school students compete vigorously to enter elite military units because, in Israel, one’s “unit”

becomes a social and business network for life, and the elites reap the greatest rewards.At

Israel’s West Point, an officers’ academy called Bahad 1 nestled deep in the Negev Desert, the

commandant, Colonel Aharon Haliwa, greeted the 2010 class, saying, “The people of Israel

don’t have anyone who is better than you. There is no one else.”10He exhorted them with the

law of the jungle. “In the Middle East, you don’t get a second chance. We were born here and

that’s what we have. And it is a strange neighborhood: the stronger one lives, the stronger one

survives, the stronger one wins.”He admonished them to ignore those who say there are no

more existential threats to Israel. “When a kid is afraid of riding a bus, the danger being

existential or not isn’t relevant. To the kid’s mother, it is an existential danger! She looks at her

kid and wants him to live here safely and at peace. And now it’s your time to make sure that

happens.”For a young Israeli, landing a slot in military intelligence, the paratroopers, or an elite

commando unit, or qualifying to fly attack helicopters, fighter jets, or surveillance drones is like

winning admission to an Ivy League university in America. The military is the seminal

educational experience for acquiring martial skills and for entering adulthood. Its networks

open opportunities and reinforce rivalries.And the rivalries are crucial. Though security unifies

the country, the Jewish state is anything but monolithic. Israeli society seethes with competitive

clans, ethnic constituencies, and religious bastions. The military has always served as a

unifying force, but it was also shaped by rivalries. The Golani (Golan) and Barak (Lightning)

brigades are guardians of the North; the Givati Brigade protects southern Israel with units

called Samson’s Foxes and the Pillar of Fire artillery brigade. The air force squadrons include

the Knights of the North, The Hammers, The One, and the Flying Leopard.Each brigade, each

division, each squadron or special forces unit guards its turf and nurtures grievances over

battlefield glories unrecognized or denied, over access to budget resources or new weapons,

and over mistakes, especially fatal mistakes in battle. Each unit clings to its base, its

geographic domain, traditions, songs, and enmities. Seasoned generals refer to their formative

years in the paratroopers or the Golani Brigade more than they refer to the army as a

whole.Reuven Merhav, a respected figure who fought as a commando under Ariel Sharon in

the 1950s, worked undercover for the Mossad in the 1960s, and practiced diplomacy in the

foreign ministry in the 1980s, erupted during an interview when I asked him the effect of “unit



loyalty” on Israeli life.“People go back to the pots where they shit, back to their cliques, their

beds, this is incestual! It disarms us from maintaining the ability to judge things

objectively.”11* * *Once in the military system, Israelis never fully exit. They carry the military

identity for life, not just through service in the reserves until age forty-nine, or through social

and retirement services, but through lifelong expectations of loyalty and secrecy. Many Israeli

officers carry their “top secret” clearances after retirement, reporting back to superiors or to

intelligence officers items of interest gleaned from their involvement in business, finance, and

interaction with foreigners. For most Israelis, these relationships are natural, along with the

power of the military establishment to pull them in on a moment’s notice for a special

assignment or debriefing.Israel spends more on its military and intelligence establishments, in

proportion to its total economy, than almost any other nation. The military alone receives more

than 6 percent of annual gross domestic product. In Tel Aviv, the sprawling commercial capital

on the Mediterranean coast, the Ministry of Defense stands as a gleaming seventeen-story

cube that seems pinned to the earth by a central shaft that rises through the roof and flares to

become a circular heliport. This monolithic headquarters, from where both the defense minister

and the chief of staff run the massive military-industrial complex of the country, is the most

visible icon of government power. The Defense Ministry complex and the military base that

surrounds it in central Tel Aviv are known as the kirya—literally, the campus—and Israelis know

that its power radiates into space, across deserts and seas, and even underground, where the

Israeli general staff meets in the “pit,” a sprawling war-room complex that is patterned after

America’s National Military Command Center beneath the Pentagon.A few miles to the north of

the Defense Ministry lies another large compound of drab white buildings that staircase up a

hill near Tel Aviv University. This is the headquarters of Shabak (also called Shin Bet), or

General Security Service. Under the motto “Defender that shall not be seen,” the Shabak over

the decades has monitored almost every facet of Israeli life. In its first decade, beginning in

1948, its existence was not even revealed to the public. And today, the secret networks of its

large Arab Affairs division garrison millions of Palestinian Arabs in the occupied territories. A

few miles farther north, a large and partially hidden campus of low-slung office buildings

sandwiched between the Glilot highway junction, a Cineplex, and a shopping center is the

headquarters of the Mossad, or the Institute for Intelligence and Special Operations, whose

spymasters run one of the largest and most efficient foreign intelligence agencies in the

world.The roots of these institutions trace back to the prestate Jewish underground, the

Haganah. Their leaders were both political and military figures whose identities were shrouded

by an official secrets act. They were referred to not by name but by monikers denoting their heft

in a small society. Isser Harel, one of the first intelligence chiefs under David Ben-Gurion, was

simply known as Memuneh, or “the man in charge.” His authority on any question of security

was near absolute. His agents bugged the offices of domestic political parties and pulled any

Israeli out of bed for extrajudicial interrogations on any matter Harel determined relevant to his

mandate to protect the state.Civil society has evolved since then. There are greater civil rights

protections, but the specter of the security state remains a dominant aspect of life. Israeli

culture is based on security, not surprising for a small country that began as a nation of

watchmen, standing guard over fields, crops, and communes, defending against Arab

marauders who resented and feared the encroachment by Jews flooding in from post-

Holocaust Europe. As in Sparta, Israel’s people were its walls, and boundaries were defined by

the tips of their spears. Within this Zionist ethos, six hundred thousand pioneers formed

militias, then an army; they seized land, fought and expelled Arabs, and, in order to protect the

Zionist enterprise in perpetuity, acquired nuclear weapons to become the most powerful nation



in the Middle East. The military is the country to a great extent, and it serves as the pervasive

national bureaucracy, reflexively working to perpetuate itself, its budget, and its high standing in

society. Each generation of new officers feels the pressure to distinguish itself on the battlefield

and to validate the expensive weapons systems acquired or developed for new missions or

concepts of warfare. Each new class of generals seeks to refine—or expand—the definition of

what constitutes an existential threat to the state.* * *The effect of Israel’s success from a

half century of militarism has emboldened the military establishment to project itself as a

hegemonic power, one independent from but allied with the United States. Some see this as a

striking departure from the original goals of Zionism’s founders, who imagined a progressive

and humanistic state deeply engaged with its Arab and Islamic neighbors and dedicated to

lifting all boats in the Middle East. Israel is not the “light unto nations” that many of the

romantics of the early Zionist movement had hoped it would be; it stands as a modern Sparta

in a region of weak states. Its leaders live on the knife’s edge—still—between striking a historic

and humanistic bargain with the Muslims or fighting them in another round of war. This is their

story.
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The State of Israel vs. the Jews

R. L. Huff, “"Come Out From Among Them". Patrick Tyler has reviewed the entire history of

Israel under a military lens. In doing so he's focused on the key dilemma for the State of Israel

in coexisting with its neighbors: that a military force needs enemies to justify institutional power;

that these must be provoked, if not exactly invented; and that survival of a military

establishment is always equated with the survival of the nation it "serves." In doing so Israel

has gone from the Zionist premise of secular Messiah to self-inflicted ghetto state; a deep and

unrecognized irony as it now walls itself in the footsteps of old South Africa.Tyler's concluding

premise has it that Ben-Gurion, Golda Meir, Rabin, and other founders had a vision of

integration with the larger Semitic world; a premise betrayed by the second and third

generations following. But his own leader-by-leader survey of Israel's state and military policy

belies this hopeful assertion that Israel has "lost its way." The trajectory seemed pretty well set

from the start, with the "original sin" of Arab expulsion in Palestine, compounded by the

Occupation and the spread of war to Lebanon. Israel has never accepted the neighborhood it

moved into and lives in, continuing to see itself as a "nation apart". Its political and military

leaders seem to consistently revel in the ensuing rejection, with peace offers as a disarming

strategy to be pulled out and played at strategic moments.Tyler mentions but does not dwell on

how American life support has empowered this rejectionist stance, concentrating on Israel's
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internal military-political dynamics; for if truly left to its own devices Israel would have been

forced to see peace more than war as necessary to its survival. Yet as long as Washington

foots its bill and "guarantees" its security, Israel's war machine can project force to zany

extremes of apocalyptic rhetoric and brutal invasions.What's the end in sight? Unfortunately

this is not a structured work of fiction, with a morally redemptive conclusion. Israel has bought

time for seventy years. Yet Scripture teaches that a "man's life is fourscore and ten." Living

longer takes recognition of one's age, its limits, and healthy precautions, not pipedreams of

past glory. The call to make Israel great again finds echoes in its military sponsor, as the

Israelization of American society - at this writing - also finds reflection in walls, threats,

xenophobia, and missile-launched backstabbing.”

Gopi Karunakaran, “Israel's Seige Mentality. Must read for those interested in Middle Eastern

affairs. A great background as to why the West Asian problem remains and will remain

unresolved. Unless Israel comes out of its seige mentality and the military elite is reined in, the

problem will persist.”

Utkarsh Ganesh, “A must-buy for all Indians who wish to see India strong. Fortress Israel is all

about the formation of the Jewish nation state. While the author makes it a point to keep his

criticism out in the open, he takes the pains to neutrally elaborate why Israel was forced to do

what it has done till date. A state formed in the heart of Middle East, that too at a time when the

entire Islamic world had been emotionally wrecked by the collapse of Ottoman Empire --- the

detailed account of feats that Israel was forced to accomplish is simply phenomenal.A must

buy for those who wish to see India learn how to stand up for its people and its ancient cultural

practises.”

c chapman, “Five Stars. Good service great book”

Farhang Jahanpour, “Israel needs to change its military mindset. This book provides a very

good account of how a tiny country, almost totally dependent upon Western and especially

american military and economic support, has been turned into a violent military powerhouse

threatening all her neighbours. This militant outlook can only have one outcome, a major

regional clash that could spell the end of Israel. Before it is too late, the Israelis should change

course and instead of electing ultra-rightwing and militaristic governments should opt for peace

and cooperation and should learn to live in peace with their neighbours.”

The book by Patrick Tyler has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 57 people have provided feedback.
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